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Abstract
Liquid lithium has been proposed to coat plasma facing components (PFC’s) for
improving recycle ratio and heat transfer rates. Coating the first wall with lithium-6
could be used to breed tritium while the reactor is running, and to provide cooling to
PFC’s. Lithium could be passively coated on the PFC by allowing molten lithium to
wick through small channels created by a laser-texturing technique. Instead of using a
porous material or manufactured wick structure, laser-texturing allows functional
surfaces to be applied onto existing structural materials. Stainless steel 316 (SS-316) and
a titanium-zirconium-molybdenum alloy (TZM) were textured by a laser to produce a
hatch pattern with open channels having varying depths. Isopropanol was used as a
screening test to evaluate the laser-texturing technique before using molten lithium.
TZM’s refractory properties make it desirable as an actual material in Tokamak fusion
machines. The SS-316 was chosen to serve as a model for the TZM. Samples were then
lowered into molten lithium either 90°, 45° texture facing upward or 45° texture facing
downward. Samples with deeper vertical texturing experienced complete lithium
wicking within 10 seconds. In general, the samples with deeper channels produced faster
and more complete wicking than the samples with shallower channels. Light horizontal
texturing may have increased the uniformity of wicking. However, heavy horizontal
texturing slowed the rate of wicking. Additional experiments are needed to further
investigate the wicking phenomenon in open channels.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
As population increases and countries become more developed, the demand for
reliable and affordable energy sources will rapidly increase. More energy will need to be
generated to match the demand, but as conventional energy sources like fossil fuels
become scarce and costly to the environment, alternative sources will need to be
considered. Green technologies such as solar power and wind turbines are already
currently in practice. These technologies can provide some relief to the energy grid, but
are less dependable than conventional energy sources. Fission-based nuclear reactors can
satisfy the requirement of dependable power generation while generating few greenhouse
gas emissions. However, the waste generated from nuclear fission is radioactive and
needs to be isolated for hundreds of thousands of years [1]. Making matters worse is the
political situation regarding nuclear waste and where it is to be disposed of in the US.
Furthermore, the US currently does not support reprocessing of spent fuel due to
proliferation concerns [1]. Reprocessing of spent fuel can reduce the amount of waste
generated and prolong the life of nuclear fuel, as most of the long-lived radioactive
elements can be eliminated through transmutation [1].
A promising energy source, however, is through nuclear fusion. The benefits of
nuclear fusion are clear: deuterium (a fuel source) is abundant, the reaction produces
much more energy than fission, requires less fuel, and does not produce as much
hazardous waste. The problem comes in creating a sustainable chain reaction that
1

produces more energy than is used in sustaining the reaction. The fuel needs to be
compressed and heated to a plasma state in order for fusion to take place. The two main
approaches to confining the plasma are magnetic confinement and inertial confinement.
Adding lithium to these confinement schemes can help in stabilizing the plasma and
bring the plasma fusion reaction closer to becoming self-sustainable.
Most applications for lithium in plasma fusion are found in magnetic confinement
schemes. Introducing lithium into the plasma environment can have several stabilizing
effects on the plasma. Lithium has an affinity for hydrogen and will absorb any that may
have left the plasma, thus reducing the recycle ratio and increasing plasma efficiency.
Less energy is needed to keep the plasma at the required temperature which increases the
plasma efficiency. After the walls and limiters of the Current Drive Experiment-Upgrade
(CDX-U) at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) were coated with lithium,
the confinement time was increased by a factor of six, as well as a reduction of global
recycling to approximately 30% and a reduction in oxygen and other impurities [2].
One of the major technical challenges in plasma fusion involves structural
materials. The materials are faced with enormous heat loads of 4-6 MW/m2 depending
on the reactor size and bombardment of high energy (14.1 MeV) neutrons [3,4]. The
thermal conductivity of lithium at 839 K is 55.3 W/m/K, which is more than 2.5 times the
21.3 W/m/K thermal conductivity of stainless steel 310 at the same temperature [5,6].
Due to the high thermal conductivity of lithium, it can improve the heat transfer from the
plasma and increase plant efficiency. The fuels to be used in plasma are deuterium and
tritium. Deuterium is naturally abundant, while tritium is not. Another benefit to using
lithium in a reactor is the potential to breed tritium while the reactor is operating.
2

Lithium-6 can be used to breed tritium from the neutron flux present while the reactor is
operating. Liquid lithium has been proposed to coat plasma facing components (PFC’s)
in Tokamak fusion machines [2,7]. Several benefits can be gained from having lithium
as the material which comes in initial contact with the plasma. There are many proposed
methods in which to incorporate lithium into the PFC. Molten lithium has a very high
surface tension at high temperatures, which makes molten lithium an ideal candidate to
be passively pumped through capillary action over the PFC’s.
Powder-sintered materials as well as wire mesh have been shown to be capable of
passively wicking molten lithium [8,9]. However, neither the powder-sintered materials
nor the wire mesh are suitable as a structural material in a plasma environment. Adding
textured channels into a suitable structural material using a laser can provide benefits that
other options may not present. The desirable properties of the material can be retained
while having the ability to passively wick molten lithium and the benefits that the lithium
presents. The purpose of this research is to evaluate the wicking capability of laser
textured surfaces based on material, channel depth, channel orientation and sample
orientation. Stainless steel 316 (SS-316) and a titanium-zirconium-molybdenum alloy
(TZM) are the materials which were tested. The compositions of these materials are
located in Tables 1 and 2 [10].
Before testing in molten lithium, the SS-316 samples were tested in an
isopropanol solution (90 vol% isopropanol, 10 vol% distilled water) to serve as screening
tests before moving on to lithium wicking experiments. Textures which wick and wet
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lithium the best will be further studied by PPPL for their incorporation into a test reactor.
Table 1: Composition of SS-316 in weight percent

Chromium
10-16
Silicon
0-1

Nickel
10-14
Sulfur
0.03

Carbon
0-0.08
Phosphorous
0-0.045

Manganese
0-2
Nitrogen
0-0.1

Copper
Molybdenum
0-0.75
0-3
Iron
60.995-73.97

Table 2: Composition of TZM in weight percent

Titanium Zirconium Carbon Molybdenum
0.5
0.08
0.02
99.4
1.2 Background
To understand what properties make a good wicking fluid, it will be useful to
examine the forces that create the phenomenon of capillary wicking. Liquids placed in a
small diameter tubes or capillaries may rise up (or fall down) the tube due to capillary
action. The forces that determine how high a liquid rises or falls in a capillary are the
forces from gravity and the force caused by the surface tension of the liquid, as depicted
by Figure 1 and formulated in Equations 1 and 2 below, where Fg is the force due to
gravity, m is the mass, g is the gravitational constant, ρ is the density, V is the volume, r
is the radius, h is the height, Fs is the force due to surface tension, σs is the surface tension
and φ is the contact angle.
(1)

(2)
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The height a liquid will raise in a certain diameter tube can be determined by setting the
force of gravity on the liquid column equal to the force of the surface tension, as seen in
Equation 3.
(3)

Thus, the height of the liquid column is directly proportional to the surface tension and
the cosine of the angle between the liquid and the solid wall, called the contact angle. A
capillary rise is possible when the contact angle is less than 90°. If the angle is greater
than 90°, a capillary drop is caused. The height is inversely proportional to the liquid
density and the radius of the capillary tube. The largest capillary rise will be possible
with a liquid with low density and high surface tension in a capillary tube with a small
radius, and the properties of lithium fulfill these favorable conditions [11].

Figure 1: Diagram of capillary forces

However, the channels on the materials are not truly capillary tubes, but openfaced , rectangular channels. In the capillary tube, the surface tension acts along the
5

circumference of the fluid inside the tube, as seen in Equation 2 [11]. For the lasertextured channels, the perimeter of the channel can be substituted for the circumference
to estimate the capillary rise. This substitution results in Equations 4-6, where w is the
channel width and l is the channel length.
(4)
(5)

(6)

For a SS-316 sample with 40 laser passes, the total depth (or length in this case) is
approximately 310 µm from Figure 7. The channel width was determined to be
approximately 7 µm by examining Figure 5 and measuring approximately halfway down
the channel. . A comparison of the surface tension, density and viscosity of the
isopropanol solution (at 298 K for surface tension and viscosity and 293 K for the
density) and liquid lithium (at 840 K) is found in Table 3 [5,6]. Using the surface tension
and density from Table 1 and assuming a contact angle of zero, the theoretical wicking
heights were calculated for liquid lithium and the isopropanol solution. The maximum
theoretical wicking height for this SS-316 for the isopropanol solution is approximately
82 cm, while for lithium the theoretical height is approximately 2200 cm. Lithium is the
superior wicking candidate due to its low density and high surface tension.
Table 3: Selected properties of
isopropanol and lithium
3
σ (mN/m) ρ (g/cm ) η (Pa*s)
Isopropanol (90/10)
21.79 0.81771 0.00192
Lithium
341.51
0.480 0.0003
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For channels in TZM with 40 laser passes, the total depth of the channels is only
170 µm. This is nearly half the depth of channels in the SS-316 sample with the same
number of laser passes. The width of the TZM channels is approximately 13 µm, as
determined from Figure 6 by measuring the width approximately halfway down the
channel. The theoretical wicking height of lithium for TZM with 40 laser passes is 1131
cm, which is nearly half the theoretical height of lithium on the SS-316 with the same
number of laser passes.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Procedure
2.1 Laser Surface Texturing
The surface texturing was performed using a Coherent Inc. Avia® 355-4500
diode-pumped Nd:YVO4 pulsed laser system, as pictured in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Coherent Inc. Avia® laser system used to texture materials

This system utilizes gallium arsenide diode arrays to pump Nd:YVO4 rods to produce a
laser wavelength of 355 nm at an average power of 3.8 W at 25 kHz and a pulse energy
of 154.2 µJ/pulse and a 0.040 ms pulse period. The samples were textured in the lateral
and longitudinal directions, as depicted in Figure 3, with multiple laser passes made to
achieve different depths for the grooves placed on the surface of each material. In order
to distinguish between the various texturing, the following texture designation convention
is suggested. A letter “V” will refer to the longitudinal or vertical direction and “H” will
refer to the lateral or horizontal direction on the sample for all of the following
discussion. Numbers preceding the letters indicate the number of laser passes made on a
single line. For example, in a 40V20H textured sample, 40 repeated laser passes are
8

performed on a full longitudinal line before moving 50 μm and making the next 40 passes
on the next longitudinal line. Before performing the longitudinal texturing, the laser must
make 20 passes on a full lateral line before moving 50 μm to repeat the process on the
next full lateral line. This sequence of texturing is necessary because the final laser
texturing on the surface needs to be in the expected flow direction, the longitudinal or
vertical direction. A schematic of the textured surface with the total depth to be the sum
of the base depth and cap height is shown in Figure 4. Typical values for selected
properties of Figure 4 are found in Figure 7. Landing width and gap values are
approximately 25 µm. Actual cross-sections of a SS-316 and TZM sample are found in
Figure 5 and 6, respectively. The laser evaporation of the base metal, which
subsequently condenses on the top of the land gap, is responsible for the cap height
buildup, as seen clearly in Figure 5. This deposited cap is less pronounced in the TZM
sample (Figure 6) due to its increased melting point. Thus, the top of the land gap is
higher than the original metal surface. Due to the evaporation and subsequent
condensation of the base metal on the surface, the lateral lines are processed before the
longitudinal lines in order to produce the maximum depth possible in the longitudinal
channels so that the dominant capillary flow is in the longitudinal direction, as mentioned
earlier.

9

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of a
laser-textured sample

.
Figure 7 shows the result of the cross-sectional depth measurements of the SS-316
and TZM surfaces as a function of the number of laser passes. For the same number of
laser passes, the depths of the TZM channels are only about half of those of SS-316, due
to higher density and melting point of TZM. Both the TZM and SS-316 materials do not
appear to gain additional channel depth after 40 laser passes. Figures 8-12 show the
surface of SS-316 with varying amounts of laser passes, with depth increasing as the
number of laser passes increase. Samples in Figures 8-11 have been laser-textured only
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in the 90° orientation or direction of flow, as seen in Figure 3, while Figure 12 has been
laser-textured in both the 90° and 0° orientations. Note that Figures 11 and 12 look
nearly identical, even though the Figure 12 has been laser-textured in the 0° orientation as
well. Thus, processing the channels in the 0° orientation before the 90° orientation
preserves open channels in the direction of flow. Figures 8-12 were produced by a
scanning electron microscope (SEM).
A test matrix of the sample textures and materials tested is shown in Table 4.
Wicking was minimal in the 45° orientation with the texture facing downward. No data
are presented on these cases in the proceeding sections. Also, any test in this matrix that
did not significantly wick was left out of the results in the proceeding sections due to
insufficient data.
Table 4: Test Matrix for Passively Pumped Lithium Experiments

45°-Texture
SS-316 Vertical Facing Upward
40V20H
X
X
40V10H
X
20V20H
X
X
20V10H
X
X
20V
X
X
45°-Texture
TZM
Vertical Facing Upward
40V20H
X
X
40V30H
X
40V
X
X
30V20H
X
X
20V
X

11

45°-Texture
Facing Downward
X

X
45°-Texture
Facing Downward
X

X

Figure 4: Schematic diagram of laser-textured surface

Cap Height

Figure 5: Cross-section of a SS-316 sample, 50x laser passes

12

Figure 6: Cross-section of a TZM sample, 50x laser passes

Figure 7: Cross-sectional measurements of channel depth of SS-316 and
TZM materials
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Figure 8: Channels in a 40V SS-316 sample

Figure 9: Channels in a 30V SS-316 sample

Figure 10: Channels in a 20V SS-316 sample

Figure 11: Channels in a10V SS-316 sample

Figure 12: Channels in a 10V10H SS-316 sample
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2.2 Wicking Experiments
For the lithium wicking experiments, approximately 136 grams (0.3 pounds) of
lithium is poured into a stainless steel cup. The cup has two type-K thermocouples with
1.6 mm (1/16 inch) diameter that extend approximately 1.3 cm to 2.5 cm (1/2 to 1 inch)
into the cup from the bottom to monitor lithium temperature. One thermocouple leads to
the data acquisition computer while the other is connected to a temperature controller to
regulate the lithium bath temperature. A 650-W Tempco clamp heater is wrapped around
the outer circumference of the stainless steel cup to provide additional heating. This
heater is controlled by an Omega CN9000A temperature controller and set to maintain
the lithium bath temperature at 839 K. The stainless steel cup is held in place
approximately 7.6-10.2 cm (3-4 inches) above a steel plate. The steel plate has a 15.2 cm
(6 inch) diameter groove cut out for a quartz cylinder to fit in, as well as multiple ports
for electrical and vacuum line connections. The quartz cylinder allows for viewing the
lithium wicking and preserving an inert argon environment. The quartz cylinder is
approximately 91.4 cm (3 feet) tall. A steel plate with a groove rests on top of the
cylinder. This top plate also contains ports for a Teflon seal, drive shaft and argon purge
line, as seen in Figure 13. Four type-K sample thermocouples (0.5 mm) run through the
Teflon seal into the quartz cylinder. These thermocouples are attached to the back of the
lithium wicking samples to monitor the temperature as the lithium wicks up the surface.
A long shaft connects to the sample and runs through a seal in the top plate. A motor is
connected to this rod which serves to drive the sample up and down. Five 725-W radiant
heaters were used to heat the sample to temperatures of approximately 866 K (1100 °F).

15

The radiant heaters also served to partially heat the lithium bath. The experimental setup
is shown in Figure 13. In order to keep the lithium from oxidizing before testing, the

2
1

3

4

5

7

6

8
9

10
5

11

13
12

Figure 13: Experimental setup- 1:Argon purge line; 2:Sample TC’s, Qty=4, Teflon-sealed at top plate;
3:Sample drive shaft; 4:Sample drive motor; 5:Insulation; 6:Quartz cylinder; 7:Sample with 4 TC’s; 8:725-W
heaters, Qty=5; 9:Lithium bath; 10:650-W band heater; 11: Vacuum line; 12:Lithium bath TC’s, Qty=2, sealed
at bottom plate; 13:Power connection for band heater, Teflon-sealed at bottom plate

quartz cylinder was purged by alternating vacuum and argon. The argon line was
connected in at a port in the top plate, as seen in Figure 13, while the vacuum line was
16

connected to a port in the bottom plate. In order to help determine wicking rate, the four
sample BN tipped (for faster response) thermocouples (TC’s) were placed in holes drilled
halfway through on the backside on the centerline of the samples. The thermocouples
were placed at distances of 2.5 cm (TCS4), 4.4 cm (TCS3), 6.4 cm (TCS2) and 8.3 cm
(TCS1) from the bottom of the sample. In order to ensure secure anchoring to the
sample, small ribbons of stainless steel were spot welded across the thermocouples on the
backside of the samples. The sample was heated to a temperature slightly higher
(approximately 30 K higher) than the lithium bath temperature so that the thermocouples
can detect the temperature gradient when the sample hits the lithium. A more extensive
experimental procedure is found in Appendix A.
The samples and textures tested in the molten lithium bath are located in Table 4.
Samples were dipped into the lithium bath vertically, or at a 90° angle relative to the
bath, 45° with the textured side facing upward or away from the lithium bath and 45°
with the textured side facing downward or towards the lithium bath.
A vacuum was drawn on the cylinder (20-34 kPa) and then the cylinder was
purged with argon to atmospheric pressure. This process was repeated two more times to
ensure an inert environment was preserved before sample heating begun. The quartz
cylinder was kept under a vacuum of approximately 20-34 kPa (with the vacuum pump
running) until the sample neared 866 K (1100 °F). Argon was then flowed into the
cylinder to achieve an inert atmosphere near ambient pressure. The temperature
controller was turned on and adjusted until the lithium bath temperature was
approximately 839 K (1050 °F). Video recording equipment was turned on and data
acquisition system was verified to make sure data was recording. The motor was
17

activated using a power supply to lower the sample into the molten lithium bath to a
depth of 0.6 to 1.3 cm (¼ to ½ inch). The sample remained in contact with the lithium
until the sample was completely wetted or until wicking progress stopped. A test matrix
for the various materials, orientations and textures tested is located in Table 4.
A temperature rise was expected to indicate the arrival of the lithium
wicking front and indeed a sharp rise in temperature was observed, as seen in Figure 14.
Additional temperature traces are located in Appendix B. This temperature rise was
caused by an increase in heat transfer from the radiant heaters to the sample due to the
newly coated film of lithium. The decrease of TCS4 is caused by the conduction
transient as this thermocouple is closest to the “cooler” lithium bath. The data in Figure
14 were used to determine the approximate time when the lithium wicking front reached
the thermocouple locations on the sample, by determining the sharpest rising slope in the
temperature traces (approximated by the midpoint of the rise in temperature), the “TC
method.” This measurement technique, known as the time of flight (TOF) is useful to
determine the wick front velocity since the distances between the sample thermocouples
are well defined. The wick front velocity was also estimated from video data collected
during the wicking experiments, the “video method.” The lithium front was determined
to arrive at the four sample TC’s when the lithium wetted approximately half of the
longitudinal line where the TC lies. A benefit of the video analysis is the additional data
point available by observing when the lithium wicking front reaches the top of the
sample. The TC response time is on the order of milliseconds and thus the error is
dependent on the method used to determine the arrival of the lithium front. Error for the
total “TC method” is thus approximately 1second. The error associated with the “video
18

method” comes from measuring lithium wicking height from the video record and is
approximately 1 second as well.
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Figure 14: Temperature trace from 40V10H SS-316 in the 90 degree orientation

The samples were cleaned with white distilled vinegar to remove the lithium from
the textured surface. The samples were then rinsed in distilled water. The surface was
cleaned with a paper towel and rinsed with distilled water again to remove any remaining
residue. The samples were then dried in an oven at 473 K to remove any remaining
water.
Initially, the SS-316 samples were tested in an isopropanol solution (90 vol%
isopropanol, 10 vol% distilled water). The experimental setup was different from the
lithium wicking setup described previously in that no thermocouples were used and no
heating was used. The cylinder was purged with argon as described above and the
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samples were then lowered into the isopropanol solution. The wicking progress was
video recorded until the sample wetted completely.
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Chapter 3
Results
3.1 Isopropanol Tests
Before testing in lithium, textured stainless steel samples were dipped into an
isopropanol solution (90 vol% isopropanol, 10 vol% distilled water) to evaluate the
potential for the different textures to wick, as Miller and Lin [12] demonstrated using
various capillary wick structures. The high surface tension and low density of lithium
make it an ideal candidate for passive capillary wicking, while the isopropanol solution
has a significantly lower surface tension and higher density and viscosity. Calculations in
Chapter 1.2 showed that the theoretical wicking height for lithium is over 25 times that of
the theoretical wicking height for the isopropanol solution. Thus, if a texture will wick
isopropanol, the texture should also wick molten lithium due to its smaller density and
dynamic surface tension and its larger surface tension. Figure 15 shows the different
plots of wicking for the different textures. Increasing the vertical channel depth generally
increased the rate of wicking, while increasing the horizontal channel depth actually
slowed the rate of wicking. All of the samples did eventually wet completely with
isopropanol. The samples were tested in the 90 degree orientation (Figure 15) as well as
the 45 degree orientation with the texture facing upward (Figure 16). While both sets of
orientations wick to about 3.8 cm (1.5”) in approximately 30 seconds, the 45 degree
samples fully wetted faster than the 90 degree samples. This was expected as the
component of the force of gravity acting on the isopropanol solution against the direction
of flow is reduced because of the angle of the sample. These results were used to
evaluate which textures should be used on the SS-316 and TZM samples for lithium
wicking testing. The “video method” was used to determine the wicking front time and
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location and has approximately 1 second error as described in Chapter 2.2.
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Figure 15: SS-316 wicking plots in isopropanol in the 90 degree orientation

The samples all wicked fully and completely given sufficient time. The
isopropanol wicks vigorously with most samples despite the low surface tension of the
fluid. It is believed that the low viscosity of the isopropanol solution allows it to more
freely wet the laser-textured SS-316 samples. It is thus believed that there is a subtle
difference between wicking and wetting while both are desirable for PFC application;
wicking is more related to surface-tension driven capillary pumping while wetting is
more associated with the ease of flow from a low-viscosity fluid.
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Figure 16: SS-316 wicking plots in isopropanol in the 45 degree orientation, with texture facing upward

3.2 SS-316 Tests for Lithium Wicking
The isopropanol solution experiments showed that the surface texture successfully
wicks fluid. The SS-316 samples were then tested in molten lithium to evaluate the
textures’ ability to wick molten lithium. The results from the SS-316 experiments were
used to determine which textures to use on the TZM samples. In order to document the
lithium wicking, video was recorded of the lithium wicking process. Below are two cases
that show some of the different modes of lithium wicking observed. The 20V20H sample
in Figure 17 exhibited a central wicking profile, with lithium wicking up the center
before wetting the entire sample. Some occasional lithium splattering caused the
sporadic spots seen in the still photographs. While most of the splattering is on the quartz
inner surface, the samples occasionally were splattered with spots of lithium, which did
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a

b

c

d

Figure 17: Central wicking profile of a SS-316 20V20H sample in the 90 degree orientation. a-TCS4, 26.259
s; b-TCS3, 35.068 s; c-TCS2, 40.106 s; d-TCS1, 84.15 s. Times are after initial dip into lithium bath.

not affect the wicking performance of the sample. The still photographs were edited so
that the spots on the quartz and samples would not obscure the lithium wicking front.
The heavier lateral texturing could have caused this centrally wicking profile by causing
wicking in the lateral direction, slowing the motion of the lithium in the vertical direction.
a

b

c

d

Figure 18: Uniform wicking profile of a SS-316 40V10H sample in the 90 degree orientation. a-TCS4,
1.101 s; b-TCS3, 2.002 s; c-TCS2, 3.37 s; d-TCS1, 5.138 s. Times are after initial dip into lithium
bath.

The 40V10H sample in Figure 18 exhibited a more uniform wicking profile. The
heavylongitudinal texturing along with the light lateral texturing promoted vertical and
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horizontal wicking at approximately the same rate. All SS-316 sample textures
vigorously wicked lithium and wetted the samples. The 20V0H series was omitted in
Figures 19 and 20 because they did not perform as well as the other textures due to its
light one-directional texturing, but the results are included in Tables 5 and 7. Figures 19
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Figure 19: SS-316 wicking plots in lithium in the 90 degree orientation (from video data)

and 20 show the general trend that increasing channel depth in the vertical direction
increases the rate of wicking. It also shows that an increase in horizontal channel depth
tends to slow the rate of wicking.
The 20V20H samples were weighed before and after testing to determine the
amount of lithium passively pumped onto the samples. The difference in the mass before
and after for the 90 degree sample was 0.151 ±.001 gram, while the mass difference in
the 45 degree sample was 0.159 ±.001 gram. The difference between these masses is
insignificant, especially when considering the original mass of the sample. Additional
error may have come from lithium oxidizing in the presence of water and air. Thus, the
sample gains mass when exposed to the environment. In order to minimize this error, the
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samples spent approximately the same amount of time in the oxidizing environment
before being weighed.
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Figure 20: SS-316 wicking plots in lithium in the 45 degree orientation, with texture facing upward (from video
data)

Tables 5-7 compare the data obtained from the TC’s and video methods as
discussed in Chapter 2.2. Note that the differences between the two points are quite large
in some cases.. The TC’s are located along the centerline of the sample and thus only
detect the centerline lithium wicking progress. The lithium wicking front was determined
to have “arrived” at a certain point when the lithium had covered approximately half of
the lateral line in question. This can be seen most clearly in Table 7, where the lithium
wicked up the sample at different rates at different locations. The TC’s indicate that the
lithium wicked rapidly up the center. Video evidence showed that the edge wicked first,
followed by the remaining sample area nearly 9 minutes later.
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Table 5: Comparison of TC and video points for SS-316
samples in the 90° orientation

Height (cm)
2.5
4.4
6.4
8.3
2.5
4.4
6.4
8.3
2.5
4.4
6.4
8.3
2.5
4.4
6.4
8.3
2.5
4.4
6.4
8.3

90° Orientation
20V
TC (s)
Video (s)
29
------20V10H
1.6
3.3
6.5
11.6
20V20H
24.7
33.4
38.4
70.8
40V10H
1
2
4.5
6.5
40V20H
5.2
10.9
14.7
20.7

--------0.634
2.036
4.004
7.708
26.259
35.068
40.106
84.15
1.101
2.002
3.37
5.138
4.137
10.577
15.215
19.753
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Table 6: Comparison of TC and video points for SS-316
samples in the 45° orientation with texture facing upward

45° Orientation, Texture Facing Upward
20V10H
Height (cm)
TC (s)
Video (s)
2.5
6.5
1.568
4.4
14
5.038
6.4
--30.764
8.3
----20V20H
2.5
2.3
1.602
4.4
4.6
3.404
6.4
6.7
5.74
8.3
10.7
9.21
40V10H
2.5
1
1.101
4.4
3
2.469
6.4
5.5
4.504
8.3
10.5
9.042
40V20H
2.5
2.3
2.97
4.4
9.5
8.575
6.4
17
20.154
8.3
30.6
33.734

Table 7: Comparison of TC and video points for 20V SS-316 sample
with edge wicking in the 45° orientation with texture facing upward

45° Orientation, Texture Facing Upward
20V
Height (cm)
TC (s) Video (s) Video-edge (s)
2.5
2
5.106
5.106
4.4
6.5
9.71
9.71
6.4
15.5 420.854
14.815
8.3
21 530.43
86.887
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3.3 TZM Tests for Lithium Wicking
In general, the TZM samples did not wick as vigorously as the SS-316 samples.
As shown in Chapter 2.1, the TZM channels are shallower than the SS-316 channels for
the same number laser passes. Smaller channels result in a lower potential to wick
lithium on TZM than on SS-316, although they are still both expected to wick. The 40V
TZM sample in Figure 21 exhibits a fairly uniform wicking with some prominent
wicking near the edges of the sample. This edge wicking may be caused by the lack of
texturing in the lateral direction.
a

b

c

Figure 21: Wicking profile of 40V TZM in the 90 degree orientation. aTCS4, 3.937 s;b-TCS3, 6.74 s;c-TCS2, 22.089 s. Times are after initial dip
into lithium bath

Significant edge wicking is shown in the 40V30H in Figure 22. While possible
that the lateral texturing may cause the central wicking profile in Figure 17 and the edge
wicking profile in Figure 22, the difference in wicking profile could be caused by
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material differences, non-uniformity of the laser texture, or other varying conditions. The
TZM material did not wick lithium as vigorously as the SS-316 material. Due to the
refractory nature of the TZM alloy, the laser texturing of TZM produces about half the
depth that is produced in the SS-316 for the same number of laser passes, as seen in
a

b

Figure 22: Wicking profile of the 40V30H TZM sample in the
90 degree orientation. a-Initial wicking; b-Near-end wicking

Figure 7. This means that the channel depths produced in the 40V TZM samples are
comparable to the channel depths produced in the 20V SS-316 samples. The 20V
textured TZM series did not wick lithium very well, as expected. These series of tests
represent the shallowest grooves tested in the vertical direction out of all the sample sets.
The same trend of decreasing wicking rate with an increase in horizontal channel depth is
seen clearly in Figure 23. The tests in the 45 degrees as seen in Figure 24 are less clear
on this trend.
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The two samples both wick to 6 cm in approximately 40 seconds. However, the 40V0H
sample does wet the entire sample before the 40V20H sample does.
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Figure 23: TZM wicking plots in lithium in the 90 degree orientation (from video data, except
40V20H, which is from TC data)

Tables 8 and 9 compare the data obtained from the TC’s and video recordings.
Note that the differences between the two methods are quite large, due to the different
methods in measuring the lithium wicking front. Again, note that in the data obtained
from the TC method, the thermocouples are located along the centerline of the sample
and thus only detect the centerline lithium wicking progress. In the video method, the
lithium wicking front was determined to have “arrived” at a certain point when the
lithium had covered approximately half of the lateral line in question.
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Figure 24: TZM wicking plots in lithium in the 45 degree orientation, with texture facing upward
(from video data, except 30V20H, which is from TC data)

Table 8: Comparison of TC and video points for
TZM samples in the 90° orientation

Height (cm)
2.5
4.4
6.4
8.3
2.5
4.4
6.4
8.3
2.5
4.4
6.4
8.3

90° Orientation
40V
TC (s) Video (s)
1.2
3.75
6.5
10.5
40V20H
11.25
16.8
24.8
29
40V30H
14.7
18.1
22.8
26.6

3.937
6.74
22.089
----------16.183
20.587
26.193
34.034
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Table 9: Comparison of TC and video points for
TZM samples in the 45° orientation with the
texture facing upward

45° Orientation, Texture Facing Upward
30V20H
Height (cm) TC (s) Video (s)
2.5
4.5
--4.4
9.5
--6.4
----8.3
----40V
2.5
3.5
4.471
4.4
5.5
26.794
6.4
7.25
44.378
8.3
10.25
54.988
40V20H
2.5
4.5
5.94
4.4
7.5
22.356
6.4
12
40.941
8.3
24.5
64.498

3.4 Post Bath and Downward Wicking
An interesting phenomenon observed in some of the samples was lithium wicking
after the samples were removed from the molten lithium and after the radiant heaters
were removed. This “post-bath” wicking indicates that it may be possible to promote
capillary wicking of lithium by having a temperature gradient between the sample with
texture and the molten lithium bath. A sample that is cooler than the lithium bath
temperature may promote wicking of the lithium from the hot bath to the cool sample; a
reversed condition of how the wicking experiments were normally conducted
Additional experiments are being considered to test the temperature-gradient
induced wicking, which would be more representative of the condition for Tokamak
PFC’s. Figure 25 shows the downward wicking phenomenon observed in some TZM
samples. It is clear from the middle photograph that lithium is progressing from the top
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of the sample and progressing down. In several instances, lithium wicked from the
backside of the TZM sample, where no texture was present, to the textured front; this
phenomenon never occurred to the textured SS-316 samples. The cause of this
phenomenon is not clear as no data were collected that might provide an explanation,
since no camera was used to monitor the back surface of the TZM. A bare TZM sample
could be tested in order to investigate this phenomenon more fully. A bare (untextured)
SS-316 sample was used in order to establish a baseline set of thermal data and to
investigate lithium wicking on the base metal. No wicking was observed in the bare SS316 case, other than wicking caused by surface tension at the bottom of the sample.

a

c

b

Figure 25: Wicking profile of the 40V20H TZM sample in the 90 degree orientation; from left to right,
wicking start, middle, and near end
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Chapter 4
Dendritic Tungsten
Another promising material for use in lithium wicking is dendritic tungsten.
Ultra-fine flakes of tungsten were formed onto a tungsten substrate using the chemical
vapor deposition process by Ultramet Advanced Materials Solutions [13]. The result is a
“fuzzy” dendritic texture. This dendritic structure is seen by SEM in Figures 28-33 in a
variety of magnifications. These dendritic tungsten samples were provided by PPPL to
ARL Penn State for lithium wicking tests. Several tests have been conducted on 15.2 cm
x 2.5 cm (6”x1”) samples under conditions similar to the previous SS-316 and TZM tests.
Initial results show that the dendritic tungsten texture wicks the lithium vigorously and
wets completely, as seen in Figure 26. The tests were conducted in the 90 degree
orientation, as well as configurations in the 75 degree with the texture facing upward and
also 105

a

b

c

d

Figure 26: Uniform wicking profile of a dendritic tungsten sample in the 90 degree orientation. a-TCS4,
2.87 s; b-TCS3, 10.711 s; c-TCS2, 17.284 s; d-TCS1, 23.691 s. Times are after initial dip into lithium bath
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degree with the texture facing downward (15 degree tilts from the 90 degree condition).
Due to the length of the tungsten samples, tests in the 45 degree configurations were not
possible. A slight angle of approximately 15 degrees was applied to the samples in order
to evaluate the potential to wick at an angle. A modified experimental setup needs to be
designed to accommodate the longer tungsten samples for the 45 degree configurations.
Results of the various tests are included in Figure 27. The rate of wicking is very similar
between the 90 degree orientation and the 75 degree orientation with the texture facing
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Figure 27: Dendritic tungsten wicking rates of three different orientations-90 degree, 75 degree with
texture facing upward, and 105 degree with texture facing downward (from video data)

upward. Also, the wicking rate of these is much more constant and linear than the 105
degree orientation with the texture facing downward and the SS-316 and TZM samples.
A retest of the 105 degree with texture facing downward is desired for consistency.
The manner in which the TC’s were attached to the back of the tungsten sample
differed from the method in which the TC’s were attached to the SS-316 samples. The
tungsten samples are thinner and harder than the SS-316 samples. Instead of holes being
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machined into the back of the tungsten sample, TC’s were attached by welding Inconel
wire across the sample and having the TC’s held securely in place under the Inconel wire,
as seen in Figure 34. The four TC’s are located 2.5 cm (1”), 5.7 cm (2.25”), 8.9 cm
(3.5”), and 12.1 (4.75”) from the bottom of the sample. A disadvantage of this welding
technique is the heat affected zones (HAZ’s) produced by welding the Inconel wire onto
the back of sample, as seen in Figure 35. As the lithium wicked up the sample, the
wicking front was quite uniform until interacting with the HAZ’s. The lithium avoided
the HAZ’s, while the unaffected areas continued to wick the lithium at approximately the
same rate. The HAZ’s did still eventually wet completely, but it is clear that the HAZ’s
had an effect on the wicking ability of the dendritic structure.
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Figure 28: Dendritic tungsten surface, 200x
magnification

Figure 29: Dendritic tungsten surface, 1000x
magnification

Figure 30: Dendritic tungsten surface, 1000x
magnification, different view

Figure 31: Dendritic tungsten surface, 4000x
magnification

Figure 32: Dendritic tungsten surface, 4000x
magnification, different view

Figure 33: Dendritic tungsten surface, 8000x
magnification
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Figure 341: TC attachment and placement on the
backside of dendritic tungsten samples

Figure 35: Heat affected zones (HAZ's)
caused by welding
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
The laser-texturing of both SS-316 and TZM materials can provide the desirable
passive wicking and wetting of molten lithium for the application in PFC’s in Tokamak
fusion machines. Effective lithium wicking occurs with deep vertical channels and
shallow channels in the horizontal direction. The effect of lithium wicking is also
dependent on the orientation of the sample relative to the molten lithium. Samples in the
45 degree with texture facing downward wicked very little lithium. Samples in the 45
degree with texture facing upward should have faster wicking rates due to the smaller
component of gravity acting on the lithium. However, although this was observed in the
isopropanol wicking experiments it was not observed in the lithium wicking experiments.
Irregular heating of the sample in the 45° orientation may be responsible for this
disparity. Both the SS-316 and TZM alloys fully wetted under optimal conditions for
texture and orientation. In general, deeper channels provided faster and more complete
wicking than shallower channels.
Specific measurements of the width and depth of the channels should be made for
each specific sample tested. Calculations of theoretical wicking height may reveal which
texture is most suitable, based on the depth and width of the channels. However, openchannel wicking is not fully understood and there may be additional factors contributing
to the lithium wicking besides the depth and width of the channels. Experiments with a
wide open channel with the same surface area as the narrow channels in the laser-textured
samples could help explain the details of open-channel wicking.
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Appendix A
Detailed Experimental Procedure
1.

Attach TC’s to the sample.

2. Attach the sample to the sample holder, making sure it is a tight fit.
3. Attach thermocouple wires to the tie rod with stainless steel wire as a secondary
securing method. The sample holder is the primary securing method.
4. Rinse the sample with isopropanol and dry with a flow of argon to ensure that no
impurities are present on the sample.
5. Make sure the O-rings are in place in the top and bottom plates.
6. Insert the sample drive shaft through the port in the top plate. The insulation
should then be positioned with the sample drive shaft running through the center
of the insulation.
7. Attach the sample holder to the sample drive shaft.
8. Remove the cap on the lithium cup and place the quartz cylinder on the bottom
groove.
9. Attach the three tie rods to the bottom plate. Place the top plate with the
insulation, sample drive shaft and sample on top of the quartz cylinder and
connect to the three tie rods.
10. Connect the vacuum line to the port in the bottom plate and connect the argon line
to the port in the top plate. The vacuum pump is then turned on. In order to
ensure a good seal between the quartz and the plates, place springs on each tie rod
and tighten nuts with washers on the springs to provide the necessary compression
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for a good seal. The springs are used to keep some pressure on the top plate while
the tie rods expand during the heat up.
11. Purge the quartz cylinder with argon, then pull a vacuum to approximately 20-34
kPa. Repeat this process two more times.
12. Attach the TC’s the data acquisition system (DAQ) and position the video camera
and connect it to the television.
13. Position the radiant heaters around the quartz cylinder. After all power is
connected, turn on ambient heat in test cell, start saving data via the DAQ, then
turn the radiant heaters on. While heating takes place, tighten the nuts
periodically to ensure a good seal remains. Heating takes place under vacuum
until sample reaches determined temperature or until lithium reaches
approximately 700 K.
14. Fill the quartz cylinder with argon to atmospheric pressure for testing. If needed,
turn on the temperature controller connected to the band heater to heat the lithium
to the desired temperature. Turn on when the sample is nearing the desired
temperature.
15. When all temperatures are in the desired ranges, start video recording. Lower the
sample into the lithium bath using the power supply connected to the sample drive
motor.
16. When the sample makes contact with the molten lithium and about 0.6 cm (1/4”)
submerged in the bath, stop the sample . Video recording should continue until
the sample is fully wetted or little lithium progress is observed.
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17. Withdraw the sample from the lithium bath and turn off all heaters. Start a low
flow of argon to flow over night so that the lithium quality is preserved while the
lithium cools.
18. Turn the radiant heaters away from the quartz cylinder to expedite the cooling of
the lithium. Loosen the nuts on the tie rods to avoid cracking the quartz cylinder
as the tie rods contract.
19. After the lithium and quartz cylinder have cooled sufficiently to handle,
immediately replace the cap on the lithium to preserve the lithium quality for
subsequent experimentation.
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Appendix B
Selected Typical Temperature Traces for Lithium Wicking Used for TOF Analysis
SS-316 Traces
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Figure B-1: Temperature trace of the 40V20H SS-316 sample in the 90 degree orientation
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Figure B-2: Temperature trace of the 20V20H SS-316sample in the 45 degree orientation
with the texture facing upward
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TZM Traces
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Figure B-3: Temperature trace of the 40V20H TZM sample in the 90 degree orientation
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Figure B-4: Temperature trace from 40V TZM in the 45 degree orientation with the
texture facing upward
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Dendritic Tungsten Traces
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Figure B-5: Temperature trace of dendritic tungsten in the 90 degree configuration
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Figure B-6: Temperature trace of dendritic tungsten in the 75 degree orientation with
texture facing upward
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